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Sunny Waves Babyfilt 

 

 

My favorite cousin is due to have a babygirl anytime now and of course I had to make her a 

babyblanket. I wanted bright colors (what I believe to by typical Californian colors, without 

ever having set foot in that state, so what do I know ) and a rather light blanket. I love the 

“feather and fan” – pattern, it’s so easy with only 4 row-repeat and I chose to not make a 

border. You could make a simple one if you like, if you start and end with the same color, 

you can then pick up stitches along the other two edges and knit a simple border.  

Material 

Yarn: Pingo Douceur 4 from Pingouin, 1 ball in each of the following colors: Falaise, Anis, 

Poudre and Fuchsia. Plus Pingo Arlequin, 1 ball in each of the following colors: Pastel and 

Aurore. 

Knitting needles: Circular needles 4 mm, approx. 80 cm long.  

Gauge: 21 stitches/10 cm according to ballband in stockinette stitch. 

Size: Ca. 76 * 58 cm (It’s rather stetchy and it’s hard to measure the same every time.) 

Other stuff: Yarnneedle for sewing in all ends. 
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Pattern ”feather and fan”: 

Pattern should be divisible by 18 + 2. 

Remember to slip the first stitch in each row, knitwise if the last stitch of the row was purled 

and purlwise if the last stitch was knit. 

Row 1: knit  

Row 2: purl 

Row 3: slip 1 knitwise *(k2tog) 3 times, (yo, k1) 6 times, (k2tog) 3 times* rep *-* to last 

stitch: knit. 

Row 4: Knit. 

Start:  
Cast on 164 stitches with the color Falaise and knit the pattern repeat above (4 rows), 

change color and knit one patternrepeat in each color. You can choose your own order but 

this was mine:  

Falaise 

Anis 

Pastel 

Poudre 

Aurore 

Fuchsia 

Repeat until you’re happy with the blanket’s length. I knitted until I basically ran out of yarn, 

if you want it longer you will need two balls of each color. 

Cast off and fasten all ends. I didn’t block the blanket. 
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